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LEAFLET No. 351

BS 3997-1 966
CLASSIFICATION
No. 51.4

Automatic
Feed Tables
Types SM &TM

D.6907

Automatic Feed Tahle type TM with self-contained motot drive and variable speed gear,

Enables a single operator both to feed medium or long stock into a
Planer and Moulder at feed speeds of up to 150 f.p.m.
(45 m 70 per minute) and, if a return-feed device is f itted, also
simultaneouslyto take-off and stackthe f¡nished productwithout
requiring additional assistance. W¡th this equipment high qualityand
continuous output is attainabte at much higher feed speeds than
when feeding by hand, thus considerably increasing the profitability
of the machine.
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Automatic Feed Table Type SM

The Frame
ìs of steel fabricated constructìon. lt carrìes pulleys mountìng
a rubber friction belt, above which is a hopper, together with
the necessary guides, etc. The continuously running belt draws
the bottom board from the hopper when the previous board is

clear and passes it ìnto the nip of the planing machìne feed
rollers.

The Belt
double rubber faced. is mounted on 9 in. (230 mm) dia. pulleys.
The Planing machìne end pulley is drìven. and the idle pulley
at the remote end has a screw adjustment to compensate for
belt stretch and for tracking purposes. Secondary idle rollers.
2ïin. (55 mm) dia., support the belt at regular spacings-in con-
junction with sheet iron infilling. The return run of the belt ¡s

supported by two rollers fitted under the table. Outboard
supporting rollers are fitted at the remote end of the lable
beyond the idle belt pulley to support extra long boards.

All Pulleys
and rollers are ball bearlng mounted.

The Hopper Unit
consìsts of a fixed wooden fence and an adjustable wooden
side guìde, both deep enough to accommodate several boards
up to 9 in. wìde placed one on the other in the hopper by hand.
An adjustable gate at the feed-out end can be pre-set to allow
only one board at a time to pass beneath.

The Drive
can be taken from the Planing machine feed mechanism.
Alternatively a built-in. self contaìned. variable speed drive
comptete with motor and electrical conlrol gear, can be fitted
if the machìne to be fed is not suitable for providing the drive.
The Feed Table operates at a higher speed than the Planing
machine to ensure that each board butts up to the preceding
one.

Short Stock Automatic Feed Table Type TM

When required to feed short as well as medium and long stock
a type TIV Feed Table ìs recommended. This is basically a type
SM Automatic Feed Table with a nipping roller unit added to
assist the entry of the timbers into the nip of the planìng machine
feed rollers.

The Nipping Roller Unit
comprises a pairof 6 in. (1 55 mm) dia. smooth-faced rollers. bolh of
which are driven. The bottom roller is level with the friction belt.
The top roller is mounted directly above the bottom roller and
vertìcally adjustable by a conveniently placed hand-wheel to
accept timber up lo 4 ìn. thick. The unit is fitted forward of the
adjustable gate.

Principal Dimensions and Code Words
Type SM Type TM

Maximum width of
timber handled

Maxìmum thickness of
timber handled

l\,4inimum length of
timber handled

Maxìmum length of
tlmber handled

Space occupied

Code words

9 in (230 mm) 9 in (230 mm)

4 in (100 mm) 4 ìn (100 mm)

3ft0in(915m"n) 1B in (455 mm)

lllustrations are not binding as to detail. but may be taken as con-
veying a generally correct representation of our machines.
Measurements, etc.. arc stated as coffectly as possible but are not
guarcnteed.
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D. 6908

Automatic Feed Table type SM with drive taken from planing machine feed
mechanism.

Telephone: Rochdale 47811 (10 lines) Telegrams: Robinson, Rochdale

London Office: Africa House, Kingsway WC2. Telephone: 01 -405 0253/4
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